"I SEE SOME 'SLACKERS' HERE."—The Young V.C.'s Call To The Men Of London.

Corporal Holmes had none of the Park orator's artifices, but his simple words attracted an enormous crowd.

Leaving his home for Hyde Park. He only came out of hospital on Thursday.

Corporal Holmes, Bermondsey's V.C. hero, gave yesterday, in Hyde Park, the message to the young men of London. He came out of hospital on Thursday. A chance meeting with his elder brother—a recruit from Canada.

"I see some 'slackers' here," he said. "I see in front of me young men who are eligible and fit. Why don't you join?" It was the appeal of the lad who had done his share and was willing to do it again. No orator could have delivered a more direct and telling message.—(Daily Sketch Photographs.)
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WOODWARD'S GRIPWE WATER

Quickly relieves the pain and distress caused by the numerous familiar ailments of childhood. INVALUABLE DURING TETANIC

Of all Chemists and Stores, Price 1/3.

Registered Trade Mark, "GRIPWE WATER,"

RECOMMENDS IT TO MOTHERS.
Ella is in Yorkshire, and Ella then returned to the Liberal member of Parliament, Mr. C. P. Trelvery. With a man of Mr. Trelvery’s ilk, nothing could be done. He had been in Prussia. Mr. Trelvery would then have found a very congenial atmosphere in the English House of Commons.

When war was declared Mr. Trelvery resigned his position of Parliamentary Secretary to the Board of Education, owing to the fact that his wife was a member of the Liberal Party. His later explanations were that the Liberal Council of the Elland Division have now unanimously decided not to adopt Mr. Trelvery as a Parliamentary candidate for Elland. This is a plain hint that he has lost the confidence of his supporters, and that his policy has been unsound.

We need not read very deeply into Mr. Trelvery’s speeches to see how thoroughly his constituents are in disagreement with him. His present campaign in the Elland district is a remarkable tale of how Russia was to be made to kill you. The “poor old man of the same line of political life who could not put a man in a place where he was weak last ad a research into his career shows that he was an obstinate fellow who attempted to fight, but who refused to put in three appearances at the General Election, and was defeated every time. He was a great supporter of the Balfour-Hamilton government, and his speeches were always good.”

“A Fair Mascot.”

The “Bantams” in the Liverpool district, I am told, are more than ready for the approaching challenge. They have as their “mascot” one of the most charming and one of the youngest of our Royal Yacht Club, Gervais. She is a brave little girl, and her attitude is one of the most extraordinary statements. She has a most extraordinary statement been for Russia we have found a great number of our young men of the Trevelyan stamp.

There are several “Loner” Officers, who have been adver- tised in the Press, and you can see a bundle of such letters, containing the names and addresses. All sorts of young things had rallied to the call of the country, and were welcomed by me, our Soldiers, in a way that was really quite good.

“Lonely Officers.”

A Fair Mascot.”

Retained From Internment.

The war has been an experience of grief and danger, but with the assurance of victory, we have not had to worry much about our Foreign Office. It was for Russia we had to worry about.

“Of-A-C. Sudden Gulf.”

Miss Ravenscroft has been an easy victory in the “Joker” contest, which appeared at the New Theatre on Saturday night, and for which the prize was a bundle of look-alikes. If it hadn’t been for a thoroughly bad set and some mistakes in the play, I might have gone home as an undoubted winner. There still are holes.

A Clever Comician.
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The Man Who Does Not Want To See Germany Crushed.

What is Mr. Charles Philip Trevelyan, M.P. for Elland, and head of the "Be Kind to Germany movement" going to do?

This gentleman, as those who hold, according to "Who's Who," is interested in Germany, for war games, was Parliamentary Secretary to the Board of Education when the war broke out, but resigned from the Ministry because, as he explained in a letter to his constituents, in the interest of civilization he did not want to see Germany crushed.

WHAT HE HAS SAID.

When war came, Mr. Trevelyan explained his resignation in a letter to his constituents, passages from which are reproduced here:

"We are going to broke into the interests of civilization."

"Yet who can say that, between France and Germany, civilization may not go down in ruins?

"Are we going to decide how many tanks are needed to defeat the Infidels, with its savage reparations forces of mounted men and straights, and millions of rifles, including interested people. One of the issues we have been considering, I believe, is whether the war is a war of civilization or of 'Who's Who.'"

"There are tons of young men in front of me."

"There are tens of thousands of young men in front of me."

"And what are we doing?"

"We are doing nothing."

"We are doing nothing."

"We have to let their girls wander about the streets till late at night, and then they were surprised at the consequences.

REV. F. B. MEYER'S BROADEMBINED VIEW.

Need For Prompt Action To Be Taken By Authorities.

What should be the attitude of the Church?

Rev. F. B. Meyer, secretary of the Free Church Mission, has just returned from the Front, where he has been collecting information for his "Daily Sketch," which will be published on Monday. He was present at a meeting of our committee, and I may tell you the Archbishop of York, Dr. Glendinning, and the Bishop of Manchester, Dr. Wigram, have both given the impression that the war is a war of civilization.

"I have been interested in the suggestion put forward in the Daily Sketch, that the whole question of the war is to be decided by the outcome of the period action being taken by the Churches."

"This is a war of civilization, and the Churches must be interested in the outcome of it."

"If the Churches do not take an active part in the war, they will be guilty of disloyalty."

FRED MADISON WOULD ELIST.

Mr. Fred Madison, a former member of Parliament and the secretary of the World Ariditation Association, has just returned from the Front, where he has got himself into trouble with his friends back home. He has written a letter to the Daily Sketch, in which he says:

"I have been interested in the suggestion put forward in the Daily Sketch, that the whole question of the war is to be decided by the outcome of the period action being taken by the Churches."

"This is a war of civilization, and the Churches must be interested in the outcome of it."

"If the Churches do not take an active part in the war, they will be guilty of disloyalty."

"I have been interested in the suggestion put forward in the Daily Sketch, that the whole question of the war is to be decided by the outcome of the period action being taken by the Churches."

"This is a war of civilization, and the Churches must be interested in the outcome of it."

"If the Churches do not take an active part in the war, they will be guilty of disloyalty."

FATHER'S LIFE FOR HIS SON.

Man And Boy Drowned In The Thames For The sake Of A Piece Of Firewood.

When Katharine F. Smith, of Vinnicombe-road, Southend, ship's cook, and her two children, Whitfield, was unhooing coal at Southwick Bridge, his son, Nathonial, 6, proclaimed, "Mummy, let's get a piece of firewood and fall into the water." The father, who had been drinking heavily, went over the edge and was drowned. His body was recovered later that night.

THE FATHER. THE SON.

MAN WHO STAYED AT HOME AND MAN WHO WENT TO THE FRONT.

What is Mr. Charles Philip Trevelyan, M.P. for Elland, leader of the Be Kind to Germany movement. (La Fayette)

BISHOP BLAMES PARENTS.

Appalled By Number Of War Babies About To Be Born.

The Bishop of Carlisle, preaching at Carlisle yesterday, said he had received an appalling account of the number of illegitimate births likely to take place in this country in the course of the next three months.

It appeared that a considerable proportion of these unhappy women who went to bear mothers would be girls under sixteen years old.

What was at the root of all this? There were two contradictory causes, but the main cause of all this wickedness, sorrow, and shame was to be found in the lack of discipline, in the carelessness of mothers and fathers to look after the children.

The bishop's words were not to be taken lightly, and it was to be hoped that some action would be taken on the matter.

RUSH FOR ILLUSTRATED SUNDAY HERALD.

World-Wide Interest In Hall Caine's Letter To The Pope.

Mr. Hall Caine has written a letter to the Pope, which has appeared in the Illustrated Sunday Herald.

The letter, written from the Front, has been published simultaneously in several of the neutral countries, and in Great Britain it appeared exclusively in the Illustrated Sunday Herald.

"I am not going to make a speech, but I can tell you this. The Germans have got a little more than they bargained for. But the soldiers and sailors of the Allies all expect us to do more than that. Let them have what they want."

"There is what we want, but why doesn't somebody else go out and come back and be resigned, and not one in a hundred, but one in every hundred?"

"I cannot say much more, except that I am, and have no time.

LADY'S ADJURATION.

A lady in the crowd, who has just come in, has said she would like to see the Front, and was asked to be allowed to go to the Front. Mr. Corporal Holmes, in reply, said he would see to it that she was taken there.

PLOW OF PATRIOTIC OATH.

During the present week Britain is being swept by a great wave of patriotic feeling, which has never been known in history. London alone has witnessed hundreds of thousands of men who have been led to take the oath.

The idea is to stimulate recruiting, to appeal to the patriotic instinct. A large number of men have already taken the oath, have written their names on the register, and have been assured that they will receive the benefit of the oath.

That is what is going to be done."

A WORD TO SLACKERS.

Men From The Ranks Can Do More Than M.P.s And Bands.

Corporal Holmes, Bromley's V.C., gave a lecture to the men of the 12th Battalion, during a tour of duty in Hyde Park yesterday.

He was warmly cheered in the streets, and in the park where he was wearing his Victoria Cross and his Military Medal. His speech was short and to the point:

"I am not going to make a speech, but I can tell you this. The Germans have got a little more than they bargained for. But the soldiers and sailors of the Allies all expect us to do more than that. Let them have what they want."

"There is what we want, but why doesn't somebody else go out and come back and be resigned, and not one in a hundred, but one in every hundred?"

"I cannot say much more, except that I am, and have no time.

QUEEN ALEXANDRA II.

Suffering From Influenza And Bronchitis.

Queen Alexandra has been taken to the house for the last week with an attack of influenza and bronchitis. Her physician has ordered that she should be present at the concert given for blind soldiers.

LYDIA KYASHT THINKS OF ENGLAND.

A most enthusiastic audience attended the Marie Rambert Dance School at the Sadler's Wells Theatre, and both were attended by the British Ambassador and prominent members of the international community.

The most enthusiastic audience, and the most sympathetic, was given to Lydia Kyasht, the chief organizer of the performance, an Argentine dancer, and Mrs. Rambert, who declared:

"Today's weather will probably be warmer, generally fine."

COPORAL HOLMES, V.C.

"There Are Tons Of Young Men In Front Of Me," He Says.

FACTS WILL GET RECRUITS.

Men From The Ranks Can Do More Than M.P.s And Bands.

Corporal Holmes, Bromley's V.C., gave a lecture to the men of the 12th Battalion, during a tour of duty in Hyde Park yesterday.

The talk was well received by the men, who were wearing their Victoria Cross and their Military Medal. His speech was short and to the point:

"I am not going to make a speech, but I can tell you this. The Germans have got a little more than they bargained for. But the soldiers and sailors of the Allies all expect us to do more than that. Let them have what they want."

"There is what we want, but why doesn't somebody else go out and come back and be resigned, and not one in a hundred, but one in every hundred?"

"I cannot say much more, except that I am, and have no time.

QUEEN ALEXANDRA II.

Suffering From Influenza And Bronchitis.

Queen Alexandra has been taken to the house for the last week with an attack of influenza and bronchitis. Her physician has ordered that she should be present at the concert given for blind soldiers.

LYDIA KYASHT THINKS OF ENGLAND.

A most enthusiastic audience attended the Marie Rambert Dance School at the Sadler's Wells Theatre, and both were attended by the British Ambassador and prominent members of the international community.

The most enthusiastic audience, and the most sympathetic, was given to Lydia Kyasht, the chief organizer of the performance, an Argentine dancer, and Mrs. Rambert, who declared:

"Today's weather will probably be warmer, generally fine."

COPORAL HOLMES, V.C.

"There Are Tons Of Young Men In Front Of Me," He Says.
AUSTRIANS IN THE DARDANELLES.

The British Submarine Captured.

AUSTRIANS' GREAT LOSSES IN THE CARPATHIANS.

BEETTER TO END THE WAR SOON THAN TO WIN.

BRITISH AIRMAN'S DARING RAI;D OVER THE RHINE.

With Aid Of Fog He Passes German Sentinels Unseen.

AUSTRIANS AND ITALIANS FIGHT ON FRONTIER.

100 Reported Killed In Encounter Between Outposts.

Extra Late Edition.

EIS ASHORE IN THE DARDELIES.

BRITISH SUBMARINE CAPTURED.

BRITISH CRUISER'S CHASE IN THE EGEAN.

Goes Ashore While Scouting In The Dardanelles Minefield.

From The Admiralty.

SPY HUNTING IN ITALY.

BONE OF COMRADE BERNABINDI.

ITALY.

Submarine mined a British transport near the Italian coast and made prisoners.

The British Cruiser's Chase in the Egean.

Turkish Torpedo-Boat Destroyed and Crew Taken Prisoners.

LIVES LOST DURING ATTACK ON TRANSPORT.

Austrian Air Squadron Bombards Enemy's Airfield.

Two German Airmen Brought Down by Allies.

TWO GERMAN AIRMEN BROUGHT DOWN BY ALLIES.

French Air Squadron Bombs Eastern Aviation Ground.

German attacks repulsed in the valley of the Asine.

French Troops Make Further Progress In Alacie.

AUSTRIANS' GREAT LOSSES IN THE CARPATHIANS.

70,000 PRISONERS CAPTURED BY THE RUSSIANS IN THREE WEEKS.

30 GUNS TAKEN FROM KAISER'S SADDENED ALLIES.

Large losses reported in the Carpathian front.

Mr. F. W. Hirst Puts Expense Before Patriotism.

An official document from Petrograd.

On the whole Carpathians front, between March 19 and April 1, the enemy having suffered considerable losses among officers and men, prisoners only at least 70,000 men, including about 900 officers, were made.

Further we captured more than 30 guns and 200 machine-guns.

We had always pleased against the idea that it was possible to wage a war in the east and save the State concerned benefit of all their actions.

We were told that the State was a higher thing than that of the individuals who comprised it. That idea was not by Eastern person, it was not a real idea.

It was a Continental growth, fostered by a small group of people who have been the first of the stripped people they ruled fall down and we have been pleased.

The report reads —

South-east of Ypres, the British last (Saturday) night, was making up our position north of the canal, entered it, but were immediately repelled in a counter-attack.

The battle continues around the three villages occupied yesterday.

In Champagne the French blew up a trench near the position conquered by us on Friday, but without obtaining any advantage.

Between the Menes and the Mortain only artillery was reported.

In the Togges we captured an advanced French position south-west of Stassain-ur-erard.

South-west of Metzal we withdrew our advanced posts before the superior forces of the enemy.

GERMAN ATTACKS REPULSED IN THE VALLEY OF THE ASINE.

French Troops Make Further Progress In Alacie.

French Official News.

Parls, April 16.-The day has been continued fairly quiet. It was especially marked by artillery duels and some advances on both sides.

In the valley of the Asine, at the Bois de St. Marc, the enemy attacked our trenches on the left of the position, but was promptly stopped by our artillery. A bayonet charge inflicted losses on him.

In Champagne, to the north of Perthes, the enemy was again concentrated to evacuate the cavalry they were still occupying close to our lines. The attack was followed by an attack, we captured 40 yards of enemy trenches.

In the centre they have made a squadron.

The enemy on Lorraine delivered in the extreme north a well-organized attack with weak effect, particularly in Bar, Moscouen, Semenon, le Trun and Tarbes. All were easily repulsed.

In the Gresse the French thrice attacked without any success on our trenches on the little Reichegger. We made fresh gains in the region of Remerclois.

One of our aeroplanes, after a brilliant pursuit, brought down a German aeroplane, which fell in the vicinity of Laxanges between Lampernay and Ponsacqneu-

Beauvoir.

40,000 PRISONERS CAPTURED.

Trenches Stormed After Mine Explosion Near Ypres.

GERMAN ADMISSIONS.

Severe Fighting Still In Progress For Occupied Ground.

British troops are sharply engaged with the Germans south-east of Ypres.

We have been informed by an engagement in which, apparently, our troops, have met with some success.

The enemy claims to have repulsed a British attack, it is evident that ground has been won from which they appear to be striving to regain.

In the same dispatch, sent from Amsterdam by Reuter, the Germans acknowledge that in Alsace their "advanced posts" were re-aided before the "superior forces of the enemy."

The report reads —

South-east of Ypres, the British last (Saturday) night, was making up our position north of the canal, entered it, but were immediately repelled in a counter-attack.

The battle continues around the three villages occupied yesterday.

In Champagne the French blew up a trench near the position conquered by us on Friday, but without obtaining any advantage.

Between the Menes and the Mortain only artillery was reported.

In the Togges we captured an advanced French position south-west of Stassain-ur-erard.

South-west of Metzal we withdrew our advanced posts before the superior forces of the enemy.

GERMAN ATTACKS REPULSED IN THE VALLEY OF THE ASINE.

French Troops Make Further Progress In Alacie.

French Official News.

Parls, April 16.—The day has been continued fairly quiet. It was especially marked by artillery duels and some advances on both sides.

In the valley of the Asine, at the Bois de St. Marc, the enemy attacked our trenches on the left of the position, but was promptly stopped by our artillery. A bayonet charge inflicted losses on him.

In Champagne, to the north of Perthes, the enemy was again concentrated to evacuate the cavalry they were still occupying close to our lines. The attack was followed by an attack, we captured 40 yards of enemy trenches.

In the centre they have made a squadron.

The enemy on Lorraine delivered in the extreme north a well-organized attack with weak effect, particularly in Bar, Moscouen, Semenon, le Trun and Tarbes. All were easily repulsed.

In the Gresse the French thrice attacked without any success on our trenches on the little Reichegger. We made fresh gains in the region of Remerclois.

One of our aeroplanes, after a brilliant pursuit, brought down a German aeroplane, which fell in the vicinity of Laxanges between Lampernay and Ponsacqneu-

Beauvoir.
**Digitised by the Library Services, University of Pretoria, 2015.**

**CHEERFULNESS**

This is not the time to despond. A cheery word, a smiling face will keep dull care away—will help you through this trying time as nothing else can do. Keep cheerful yourself and wherever you go you will take cheerfulness to others.

To be cheerful one must be healthful, and health largely depends upon the blood. If you let your blood become weak and impoverished you will feel depressed, dull, and exhausted. Therefore keep your blood rich, and whenever you feel run-down, out-of-sorts, "seedy", or debilitated start taking IRON JELLOIDS at once. IRON JELLOIDS make the blood rich and vigorous so that the whole body benefits, vitality and energy are restored, good spirits are regained—you feel cheerful and bright again.

Take IRON JELLOIDS to-day. A Fortnight's treatment costs only 1/-.

**Iron Jelloids**

Enrich the blood—renew vitality.

*Miss Muriel Viscountess Helmden writes:—*

"I have much pleasure in stating that your IRON JELLOIDS have been most beneficial to me during these anxious months. I have given them to several of our staff nurses and probationers, and to the Children in the National Society of Day Nurseries, and have found them "a perfectly excellent tonic."

For Women, No. 2. For Men, No. 2, 2d containing Quinquies.

For Children, No. 1. Of all Chemists, price 1/3d. & 2/9 or direct from The "Oatine" Co., 66, City Road, London.

---

**LIGHT WORK AND RECREATION FIGURE IN THEIR TREATMENT.**

English and French wounded construct a bridge in the grounds.

Our wounded are not allowed to get depressed for the want of a little amusement. When they are well enough they are given light work, and there are plenty of games provided. These snaps were taken at the Downs Sanatorium, Surrey, in April 1915.
**RIDE A**

**B.S.A. BICYCLE**

Better no bicycle at all than a poor one.
But why any but the very best, seeing that you can get a B.S.A. for £1 down? You know what B.S.A has always stood for—it stands for all that still. You get delivery on the first payment.

**B.S.A. CATALOGUE FREE**

THE BIRMINGHAM SMALL ARMS CO. Ltd.,
9 Small Heath, Birmingham.

---

**PAWNBROKERS' BARGAINS.**

Unredeemed Pledge Sale.
Special Supplementary List of this Month's Pledge Sale. Catalogue Free.
No Charge for Postage.
Send Post Free, 5,000 Sensational Bargains. No Charge for Postage.

---

**PAWNSTORES' BARGAINS.**

Unredeemed Pledge Sale.
Special Supplementary List of this Month's Pledge Sale. Catalogue Free.
No Charge for Postage.
Send Post Free, 5,000 Sensational Bargains. No Charge for Postage.

---

**FREE CURE FOR ALL URIC ACID COMPLAINTS.**

For All Readers Suffering From Rheumatism, Gout, Sciatica, Lumbago, Neuralgia, Neuralitis, &c.

**FAMOUS LONDON PHYSICIAN'S SPLENDID GIFT TO THE PUBLIC.**

A world-famous London anatomist and physician is offering to the public as a special gift free supplies of the most successful of all prescription preparations for the cure of their Urine Acid complaints.

All who suffer from the ceaseless pain of Rheumatism, the agony of Sciatica of Lumbago, the excruciating pains of Gout, or the maddening irritation of Neuralgia can have this famous cure in their hands immediately free of charge.

Whatever remedies you may have been tried, this is the most successful of all—"Trillium"—may be accepted without hesitation. Simply write as instructed below, and your free supply, together with instructive medical treatise and full direction, will be sent by return.

It is quite a liberal supply you will receive from the very first moment of taking it, you feel a wonderful relief. A grateful restfulness steals over your pain-racked nerves, a steady and steady this unique specificcombines with the blood and root your system of the terrible burden of Uric Acid.

How terrible a burden it is. The reader may judge from the following symptoms—only a few of the commonest:

- Stiff, Painted Joints.
- Swollen, Burning Feet and Hands.
- Bull, Enlarged Knee Pads.
- Throbbing Convulsive Pains in the Temples.
- Acute Ashing Round the Eyes.
- Rheumatoid Arthritis.
- Brightness of Gold and "Cutting" the Skin.
- Tenderness and Excessive Shivering.

Whichever of these symptoms you may experience from your Urine Acid troubles, you will find "Trillium" effect a lasting and complete cure with out interfering with the digestion in the slightest.

"Trillium" has only one object—to carry away from the system all crystallised or chalky accumulations.

There is no need even to write a letter for your free trial supply. Simply apply. Please send for the free supply of Trillium, giving your name and address and enclose in an envelope with 8d. stamps postage, etc. The address must be addressed to


"Trillium" may be obtained at 1s. 1d. and 2s. 6d. from all chemists, or post free from the above address—Add.

---

**PAWNSTORES' BARGAINS.**

Unredeemed Pledge Sale.
Special Supplementary List of this Month's Pledge Sale. Catalogue Free.
No Charge for Postage.
Send Post Free, 5,000 Sensational Bargains. No Charge for Postage.

---

**PAWNSTORES' BARGAINS.**

Unredeemed Pledge Sale.
Special Supplementary List of this Month's Pledge Sale. Catalogue Free.
No Charge for Postage.
Send Post Free, 5,000 Sensational Bargains. No Charge for Postage.

---

**Look Your Best**

In all weathers, the skin and complexion with Cilma Cream are a decided aid. SQUARE the regular daily application of a few drops at Night—a few drops under the hair line and Forehead. Day by day the skin improves. Cilma Cream is the skin's beauty secret. Take and send in the form in the system a

CILMA CREAM

"Guaranteed not to grow hair!" saves the skin and preserves it.

---

**Cilma Cream**


---

**INDIAN LUCKY STONE**

FREE. Do you wish to change your luck? Do you wish to be fortunate, and to have everything come your way? A lucky stone can mean all these things! The Indian "Lucky Stone" is the charm that brings good luck to the wearer.

- Supposed to be the stone that brought good luck to the ancient Indians. It is said that its power is the power of the Earth's magnetic force.
- Cured of all ills, protecting the wearer from evil spirits, and bestowing good fortune.
- A gift of the gods, the stone of plenty, and the stone of wealth. This stone is said to bring good fortune, and to be a charm against evil spirits.

Order this stone. The stone is of a beautiful and lucky stone, and is the stone of plenty and good fortune. For a free stone, send a stamped envelope with your own name and address to

FRANCE'S BOYS STILL ROLLING UP.

France has conscription, but that doesn’t mean she put all her men into the field at once. The new men, who have been training, are now going to help their brothers to avenge 1870.

FOR THE BOATING SEASON ON THE RHINE.

These are pontoons on the way to the front. They will be useful when the trip up the Rhine begins—in the summer we hope.

THE BARN HAS BEEN USED AS A TEMPORARY HOSPITAL.

WILLING AT 76

Henry Beddoe, an Indian Mutiny veteran of 76 years, who wants to make war sacrifices.

WORKING AT 101.

Mrs. Taylor is 101, and is still busy behind her counter in Manchester. Her favourite customers are those in khaki.

MRS. BOTHA'S BIG THI.

Mrs. Botha, the wife of General Louis Botha, made a very long interview when she left to fight the Kaiser.

HE FINDS IT IS WARMER.

The weather in Russian Poland has been terribly severe. The enemy’s shot and shell, have proved to be cozy retreats.

AS THE KAISER'S "DAY" WAS A FROST.

George Grossmith, Vernon Davidson, Max Dearly, James Blakely. The seven comedians in "To-Night's the Night" caught in a happy mood by a Daily Sketch staff photographer.
TO SAY GOOD-BYE.

His medals.

One thing the new army knows.

The Garibaldian Captain Brugnoli is justly proud of his many medals. They have been won by his bravery.

SOME KICK FOR A CROCK.

The 5th Battalion (Cinque Ports) Royal Sussex have learned the art of entrenching. They will be quite at home when the order comes to "Dig yourselves in."

LEFT BEHIND BY THE MEN WHO MARCHED TO THE FRONT.

Some kick for a crock.

One of the wounded who played against the 7th Middlesex on Saturday at Barnet and beat them.

It was quite a cosmopolitan crowd that surrounded this English dispatch rider in Alexandria. A French lady is speaking to him, and among the others are an American, Australian, Arab, Indian, Egyptian, Sudanese.

TO-NIGHT'S THE NIGHT" WILL GO ON.

Underground than above.

The wounded who played against the 7th Middlesex on Saturday at Barnet and beat them.

This group represents many races.

'Underground than above.'

One of the wounded who played against the 7th Middlesex on Saturday at Barnet and beat them.

Rob Namby, Victor Gouriet, Leslie Henson, Phife Der, on the stage of the Gaiety Theatre. It is just a year since the lights of the Gaiety Theatre were turned out by British solders on their march through France. Some of the men who wore them have "gone west."

Discarded boots worn by British soldiers on their march through France. Some of the men who wore them have "gone west."

The wounded who played against the 7th Middlesex on Saturday at Barnet and beat them.
HOW A NOTED ARTIST'S MODEL REDUCED HER WEIGHT 36 POUNDS IN FIVE WEEKS.

After Having to Give Up Her Hairdressing Owing to Excessive Fat, She Discovered A Harmless Drugs Method which Gave Her the Figure That Made Her Famous.

OFFERS INTERESTING BOOK FREE WHICH TELLS HOW ANYONE CAN EASILY REDUCE THEMSELVES BY THIS METHOD IN THEIR OWN HOME WITHOUT THE KNOWLEDGE OF ANYONE.

Over 25,000 Women have reduced her weight by her method.

Isn't this convincing proof of the value of her great discovery?

Miss Winifred Grace Hartland, the famous artist's model, is again the pivot upon which the fair ideal figure which made her so popular and admired with artists and apprentices the world over.

Your hairdresser's or druggist's orders at 1.45 and 2.1 from 7s. 6d. to 10. A Drug! No starvation diet! No Tiorematic cures! No MRS. BARBER SAYS: "Do not use those new pills. They are only safe and stimulating, and life-producing stimulants."

Illustrated Book which explains her method now offered FREE for the first time. Send in your name, address and that you wish to save a copy of her free book from

Miss Hartland, who has considerable means, has kindly consented to send a copy of her free book to

You, too, can reduce yourself even more than this by the same process if you so desire. No Drug! No starvation diet! No Tiorematic cures! No MRS. BARBER SAYS: "Do not use those new pills. They are only safe and stimulating, and life-producing stimulants."

Illustrated Book which explains her method now offered FREE for the first time. Send in your name, address and that you wish to save a copy of her free book from

Miss Hartland, who has considerable means, has kindly consented to send a copy of her free book to

Babie Pedgen.

Wooping-Coough, Measles, Bronchitis, Influenza.

Now that these illnesses are so prevalent, mothers are naturally advised to build up their children with Virod, which has been proved to be useful in promoting such remarkable powers of resisting wasted vitality.

Miss Pedgen, 29, Knowle Road, Bexton, says:—"My boy at the age of nine months had a very serious illness (pneumonia and inflammation of the bowels). He was too ill to take milk, and being advised to try Virod we were immediately astonished at the improvement shown. You will see by his photo what a bonny little chap he is now (3 years old), and whenever he is run-down we immediately fly to Virod. It has, I consider, saved many a doctor's bill."

DO YOU WANT ANOTHER £1 A WEEK?

Industrious people can earn £1 weekly by selling Virod at 10 for 1s. 3d. or more on Auto-Knitters who are busy with war work. Before any necessary, dismantle and enclose with this illustrated prospectus containing full particulars, and address your letter to Miss Winifred Grace Hartland (Imp.'89), Diamond House, Hatton Garden, London, E.C.

MACKINTOSH'S TOFFEE ADELÉE LEATHER FURNITURE TOFFEE deLUXE FUEL TO THE SYSTEM. ACCESSORIES: Ballads & Creeping Violets, "The Place"

GIRLS! CLEAN AND BEAUTIFY YOUR HAIR—NO DANDRUFF—1/£ DANDRINE.

Stop washing your hair! Try this! Makes hair glossy, soft and abundant.

Try a "Dandrine Hair Cleanse" if you wish to immediately lose the beauty of your hair. Just a few minutes of work will clean the hair of dust, dirt, or any excessive oil— in a few minutes you will be amazed. Virod can make your hair look like magic.

Besides beautifying the hair, one application of Dandrine dissolves the sticky mass of dandruff, invigorates the scalp, keeping itching and falling hair.

Dandrine is to the hair what fresh showers of rain and sunshine are to the body of a child. It goes right to the roots, invigorates and strengthens them. It exhilarates, exhilarates and life-producing properties—ten times what the hair to grow long, strong and beautiful.

You can have pretty, soft, lustrous hair, which will be wavey, fluffy and abundant, and possess an incomparable lustre, and in

ILFTESBURY.
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CHURCHILL TAKES A LOOK AT OUR AIR-CRAFT.

These people who criticised Mr. Churchill when, as First Lord of the Admiralty, he gained a practical knowledge of aviation by taking trips in seaplanes, must now realise that the man who had the Navy ready had a serious purpose in mind when he braved the dangers of the air. On Saturday he inspected a number of aeroplanes at Hendon, and he is seen with Flight-Commanders Graham White and Sitwell.

D.C.M.'S.

Private R. Wyatt, Scottish Rifles, assisted to save wounded and a cable cart.

Private J. Daniel, a Kirkcaldy man, carried a wounded man to safety.

SINGING BEHIND THE FIRING LINE.

Mlle. Lipkenska, the famous Russian opera singer, is cheering the Russian soldiers by singing to them behind the trenches during the lulls in the fighting.

HEROES.

Sergeant R. Carr, 16th Lancers, has won the D.C.M. He has four brothers serving.

Corporal J. Smith, 2nd South Staffs, has fallen in action since winning the D.C.M.

OUR SOLDIERS ARE NEVER HAPPY UNLESS THEY HAVE A MASCOT.

"Billy," the bulldog, is the pet of the "D" Company of the 7th Djevepa, now in Cornwall.

"Daisy" is the mascot of the despatch-riders of the R.E. Scottish Signal Section. It was presented to them by Lady Newark.

This wee pig, "Billy," has been adopted by the "A" Company of the 12th R.R.R. Corps.


The Woman's Part

"Man works from rise to set of sun, But woman's work is never done."

Women unselfishly helped comfort, and have now set out to do the work of absent men. They will succeed, too, for women never give up.

In every field for human good they think, and plan, and act in a thousand helpful ways.

Cases have been published in England for many years of womanly solicitude for sufferers from:

Backache, Lumbago, Stone, Gravel, Sciatica, Bladder Troubles, Rheumatism, Dropsy and other signs of Kidney Complaint.

Cheering Words to WOMEN.

"Kept Well 11 Years."

"January 13th, 1904.

.. Mrs. Stephen Ody has much pleasure in stating that Doan's Backache Kidney Pills have brought wonderful relief from rheumatism and kidney complaint of five years standing.

Backache, pain and stiffness in the limbs, joints and muscles were early kidney symptoms that preceded chronic rheumatism and painful swellings in the knees and ankles, which prevented sleep and made movement unbearable.

"Mrs. Ody congratulates the makers of Doan's Pills upon their splendid kidney medicine, and hopes this note will be helpful to others. She is using her third box, but is confident of a complete cure for already the pains and stiffness are gone, and she can sleep and get about in comfort, even to walking up and down stairs."

Mrs. Ody's latest statement, dated March 21st, 1915.

Eleven Whole Years have Passed

since Doan's Pills rid me of rheumatism, backache and kidney complaint, and thanks to the thoroughness of their effect and the helpful hints on living which the makers freely give, I keep remarkably well. I feel younger than when I first used Doan's Backache Kidney Pills.—(Signed) Susannah Ody.

Doan's BACKACHE KIDNEY PILLS

All dealers, at 5½ a bag, & boxes 12½; from Foster McLellan Co., 8 Wellington, Oxford-st., London, W.

Be sure you get the same Pills as Mrs. Ody had.
SUNDAY BATHING DISASTER.

Four Out Of Seven Companions Drowned in The Bay.

While bathing on the bay yesterday evening four boys belonging to the Popular lodging in Stanley, two from the North Western Branch of the Boy Scouts and two from the Leith Barracks, were drowned in the bay. These were all members of the popular branch of the Royal Artillery. Two others, also members of the popular branch, were rescued and bearer of the Leith Barracks, and stretchered off to hospital, and are expected to return.

150

John Scott, one of the lads able to swim, after the bank properly rescued and rescued John Bell, who was seen to sink, and has been profound by the lifeguard. Scott was rescued by the lifeguard. Bell is a profound swimmer, but has been caught by the lifeguard. Bell is a profound swimmer, but has been caught by the lifeguard.

NEUVE CHAPELLE PLANNED WIN £100 PRIZE.

Taken With Small Camera By One Of The Combatants.

BATTLE PHOTOGRAPHS WANTED.

"Neuve Chapel." It means the story of the next generation of soldiers who fought at Waterloo and Trafalgar meant to us in the days of the war.

John Scott, who has been running so well of late that he must come into the reckoning, and Grave, who has been running such a fine last year to have a chance. He was third to the second of this year, and has been longings Grave lathol has a pull of this.
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ABOUT YOUR DAUGHTER.

No longer a child.

Perhaps you have already noticed that your daughter in her "teens," has developed a fitful temper, is restless and excitable, and often in need of gentle reproof.

In that case, remember that the march of years is leading her on to womanhood and at this time a great responsibility rests upon you as parents.

If your daughter is pale, complains of weakness and depression, feels tired after a little exertion; if she has feverish or palpitation, in pain in the side, do not disregard these warnings.

Your daughter needs help, for she is most probably anemic—that is, bloodless.

SHOULD you notice any of these disturbing signs, lose no time but procure for her a supply of Dr. Williams' Pink Pills, for they are the impoverished blood of girls and women, and by taking them they reap great benefit.

They give to sickly drooping girls health, bright eyes, and sparkling, a light step and high spirits.

LET your daughter begin them as soon as possible! These pills will; but never accept common pink pills for Dr. Williams' Pink Pills are different.

FREE—Of interest to all girls and women is the little book, "Plain Talks to Women," offered free to all readers who send a postcard to theHints Dept., 4 Holborn Viaduct, London—Advt.

A Seeker After Pleasure

By OLIVE WADSWELL

"The Flame," Reality, &c.

AAS A SEEKER AFTER PLEASURE.

After 20 Years.

Pole was over and the players were calling for "jugs!" in the dressing room, was telling the story of the last goal in a very careful manner, and it was, absolutely topnotch.

"A ball," called Clarence, a scarce man, but an awfully decent sort. No end of money and all the invitations to the biggest parties in Cairo. Queen began in one way, Has begun in another, and was still doing the same without being noticed.

"Sort of corn," Beaverwreck suggested.

"Oh, I dunno," said Clarence. "I dunno too much about it. Of course, I know a thing or two about that."

"One ball," said Beaverwreck. "One ball, and the ball is away before my time."

Clarence's been out here since the days of the World Cup, and as far as he was concerned, that fitful south was probably as well as he had done. He would certainly make a great leader in England, he said, and rise as a man in the political field. "Lo," said Beaverwreck.

"I dunno," said Clarence. "I dunno enough about it to know whether it's going to be or not."

Davies introduced Beaverwreck. Beaverwreck nodded and took his seat. Beaverwreck's voice was hoarse, but none the worse for that.

"Hiyo!" Richard said carelessly. "Got a drink for me, Joe?"
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Davies introduced Beaverwreck. Beaverwreck nodded and took his seat. Beaverwreck's voice was hoarse, but none the worse for that.

Richard turned himself around, and shouted for his boy, a Cartesan, who appeared in a moment. The Cartesan was a great favourite with everyone, for his talk was not only very good, but his talk was very good. As he pulled the lever on the telegraph, his name was written in large letters on the wall, and freshened the minds of those who had seen him do it. The Cartesan was a great favourite with everyone, for his talk was not only very good, but his talk was very good.
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WHEN is a red-gown not a red-gown?

There are a few matters. One is, "When is it so hard to fasten that no tired woman would try to do it with assistance?" Another is, "When it's so uncom- mon and ugly that it is seldom if ever, if ever, if it's being worn, even by her mother-in-law, make up a pair of pretty." But the best answer of all is "What is the woman's sympathetic colour?"

Sympathetic Shades.

"Every woman," says a Mayor in a recent address, "has her sympathetic colour. There are women, for instance, who want to scream when they find themselves in red, while there are others whom we review and inspire.

In northern countries strong bright colours are adopted in dress as a response to natural conditions. The dominant scenes are in harmony with the surroundings by the northern character. Then the women in matters of fact London, acquires a flaming and volatile temper, and wonders what is the matter with her. But her own is a content among her prim conventions.

A Nervous Colour.

"For nervous women I never prescribe red, or any other red, or any red. It's a prominent design. For the unhappy I do not advise any red shades. Some years ago, when I saw, as though you have only to put a miserably worn, and a yellow-tinged gown to make her happy and brilliant at once, and doubt if she would, and should be irritable by such a treatment. Personally, I think there is no red that suits you, that is not a tissue of wearing weak during the morning, as the woman in the north. They may require all the strength.

A Nervous Woman."

If a woman can control her red gowns, especially for those of my subjects, who can afford handsome real life, I recommend the use of false-silk, as it honestly should be washed, successful and gainful. The woman who has her youth should wear it as much as possible.

"All the colours this spring are what one would call "all-silk": No amount of national suffering could entirely suppress the desire for colour in spring, but this year we wear our colours with a difference. The simple, the browns and greens, are soft and on the whole sympathetic.

A CRIPPLE lay three ladies over seventy, a colour-surgeon, and a car, who-nurse among the applicants for entrance forms for the neoclassical "New Life Pavilion. patients" for which it is hoped to raise a good sum for the relief of our wounded.

First Prize of £100 is offered for needlework by the Daily Sketch. This sum is divided into fifteen little sums of the half-crown to twenty pounds. There are thirty-three prizes in the competition, the classes of which every woman who is entered.

All the work entered will be exhibited at the judges have never in place of a suitable hall to be given to the British Red Cross Society and the St. John Ambulance Association.

Competitors who do not wish to have their work sold may have it returned to them at the conclusion of the exhibition.

To Enter.

There is no entrance fee for connection with the competition, but all entries must be accompanied by 24 coupons cut from the Daily Sketch. Three coupons will appear in each issue until November 6. More than one entry may be made by any competitor provided that each entry is entered by a different name, and are to be given to the British Red Cross Society and the St. John Ambulance Association.

In order to compete in this big competition readers' must send a stamped addressed envelope to Mrs. Gracey, Southend, London E.]

The condition is that no form has been so slow in replying to recent applicants, whose patience is being tested. A few will regard and when applicants are few, and in each case the prizes are as follows:—

First Prize of £3.
Second Prize of £2.
Third Prize of £1.
Sixteen Prizes of 5s. each.

The classes are:

First Prize of £3.
Second Prize of £2.
Third Prize of £1.
Sixteen Prizes of 5s. each.

Subdivisions of the boys' and girls' classes are as follows:—

For Girls under Fifteen 
Class 33a. Embroidered panel for fire 
20s. each.
Class 33b. Embroidered collar. 
10s. each.
Class 33c. Counterpane for doll's cradle. 
5s. each.

Class 33d. Child doll. 
5s. each.

Subdivision of the boys' classes are as follows:

Second Prize of £1.
Third Prize of £1.
Twenty Prizes of 10s. each.

For Men, separately:-
Class 33a. Crochet edging for tea-cloth.
20s. each.
Class 33b. Crochet border for tea-cloth.
10s. each.
Class 33c. Crochet border for tea-cloth.
5s. each.

One of the boys' classes is as follows:

Class 33d. Child doll. 
5s. each.

Subdivision of the boys' classes are as follows:

First Prize of £30.
Second Prize of £3.
Third Prize of £1.
Sixteen Prizes of 5s. each.

The conditions of the prizes for each class are:—

First Prize of £30. (2) Embroidered border. 
Embrodered pillowcases. 
(3) Embroidered and painted pictures. 
(4) Painted damask d'oyeux (set of 2). 
(5) Doll dressed in character.

Second Prize of £3. (1) Embroidered panel for fire 
20s. each.
Second Prize of £2.
Third Prize of £1.

Sixteen Prizes of 5s. each.

Twelve Prizes of 5s. each.
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**WHAT THE KAISER FORGOT.**

**GOTT STRAFE ENGLAND!**

The German press states that too much attention is now paid to denouncing England, and that more attention should be paid to Russia, which constitutes the present peril.

**BEFORE THE MIRROR.**

By JEANETTE.

"Infantine," the well-known art director for "The Book of Beauty," will be pleased to help and advise any reader on matters of the person. She is engaged and directed by "Fashion," care of "before the Mirror," 2 Gray's Inn Road, London, W.C.

These are, undeniably, days of exceptional nervous strain for one and all of us. Anxiety, with its body-destroying effect, is casting its shadow over the lives of many of us, and while, perhaps, a few—the most stoical amongst us—can avoid worrying over past and prospective events, we all, with a little care and forethought, succeed in preserving the results of worry from being noticeable in our appearance.

To those fortunate few this little chat will, however, be interesting and instructive as to those who stand in real need of help in mental matters, and may be of the means of bringing to their notice some hitherto unknown method of retaining or regaining that beauty that was of the breathtaking women.

Some of the ingredients mentioned below are, at present, not generally known to the public, but any good chemist will usually be able to find a small quantity in stock.

Waxen, and how to Remus Thorne.—Waxen, body polish, or the ointment of old Father Time may cause home beauty, but from which it is impossible to remove a charm of a woman's face; but the care is always the same. First the cream must be applied to the face, after which while not removing the faulty tissues, will not correct the blemishes. To the latter end—(a) clove setting cream, (b) paraffin cream, (c) chocolate cream, (d) rose cream, and (e) orange cream.

"WILFUL MURDER" AGAINST BARMID.

Alice Wheatley To Be Tried For Officer's Wife's Death.

Alice Mary Wheatley, the twenty-two-year-old barmaid, who was also known as Mary Lanter, was found guilty by the jury last Monday of the wilful murder of James Josephine Wootton (35), wife of a Lieutenant in the Bedfordshire Volunteers, and was sentenced to take her trial on that charge at the Old Bailey.

She was present in court in charge of a washerwoman and washer, and frequently during the hearing asked bitterly, especially when her future gave evidence in reference to an old revolver which had been in the house for years past.

During the hearing the woman, Wootton, entered the court, dressed in the uniform of his regiment and was given a seat on the same form as the accused woman.

The father, Harry Wheatley, was the chief witness. He is a sober person of Horrified, fountain, and said his daughter had been married and all her life, and would do all hard work. She was frequently in house. She left home on March 28 by saying she was going to London to see Lieut. Wootton.

"The woman you ever had any forgiven—had an old rusty revolver in my possession for thirty years. I never used it and had carriages. As far as I can remember, the handle was a wooden one, with a piece of metal at the top.

"Revolver was a toy.

"WITNESS added that he had not seen the weapon for eighteen months. It used to be with the child's toys in their toy box, because it was "not much used." He last saw it in a clothes box of one of the bedrooms, and he had no idea where it was now.

"He identified a letter as being in his daughter's handwriting. He was as follows:"

My Dear Mother,—You will be surprised to receive my letter this morning. Well, mum, something has occurred, and I will not go back to Bert again. I have a job at —, so will send some money as soon as I get it. He has gone to the Flying Corps, and you can tell anyone he has gone to the Front, which he will do in three weeks' time. There is no need to worry about me. I am quite all right. Love to all. I will send some money. Don't answer any questions he may write and ask you.

"Witness added that he had been married, and was given as follows:"

"She now has to be tried before the magistrate.

"WOES OF THE WAR BRIDE."

No Plumbers Or Painters To Do Spring Repairs.

Discontent has swept with the spring into the households of the war brides.

The builders are to blame. "We cannot get the labour," said one of them to the Daily Sketch.

"It is not our fault. Painters and decorators are scarce, and growing scarcer every day. Those that are available are snapped up at once for big jobs, and there are none left in big, small, and middle sizes in the little villas of suburbia.

"The only solution I see is that the master of the house will have to do his repairs and paint himself.

"But the master of the house is in with his regiment," said a woman whose argument was not to her. "Is it fair to insist on him to some home on leave to an unskilled and underpaid housewife, and start work on it with a pint of white wash?"

**MANSION POLISH.**

A preparation of highly-concentrated wax, this imparts a beautiful lustre, lasting for months, to Furniture, Leather, and Domestic Porcelain. Mansion Polish contains no tiresome wax, and also prevents finger-marking and acts as a preservative and renovator. Ask your Dealer to-day for Mansion Polish.

Manufactured by the CHEWS CLOSE CO. LTD., CHEWS CLOSE, LONDON, W., Makers of the Jamesbury China Polish Boot Polish.
French girls help a British soldier to mend his khaki coat.

A pretty Parisian newspaper vendor.

An earnest speaker against the alien peril. Mrs. Wyld signing on a recruit at Chester. She holds a Government appointment. A lady butcher at Wood Green, London.

This war has settled the woman's question. There is no longer any need to argue: "What is woman's real place?" The mothers, wives, and sweethearts of the soldiers in Great Britain, France, Russia and Belgium have upset all the speculations of the theorists by doing things. By deeds they have proved they hold their place behind the men.